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Introduce an Optimum Model for Assessment of Performance of Parsian Bank;
Parametric and Non-Parametric Approach
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Abstract: The aim of this study is introducing an optimum model for assessment of performance of Parsian
bank of Iran with parametric and nonparametric models as DEA, SFA. This study introduced a new model
(PCA) of geometrical mean of DEA and SFA methods. Results indicate that PCA is better than DFA and SFA
in measuring efficiency in Parsian Bank of Iran at 2010 year.
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INTRODUCTION

Performance measurement is a process for collecting
and reporting information regarding the performance of
an individual, group or organizations. It can involve
looking at process/strategies in place, as well as whether
outcomes are in line with what was intended or should
have been achieved.

Principles of performance measurement:
All significant study activity must be measured.

C Work that is not measured or assessed cannot be
managed because there is no objective information to
determine its value. Therefore it is assumed that this
study is inherently valuable regardless of its
outcomes. The best that can be accomplished with
this type of activity is to supervise a level of effort.

C Unmeasured study should be minimized or
eliminated.

C Desired performance outcomes must be established
for all measured study.

C Outcomes provide the basis for establishing
accountability for results rather than just requiring a
level of effort.

C Desired outcomes are necessary for study evaluation
and meaningful performance appraisal.

C Defining performance in terms of desired results is
how managers and supervisors make their study
assignments operational.

C Performance reporting and variance analyses must be
accomplished frequently.

C Frequent reporting enables timely corrective action.
C Timely corrective action is needed for effective

management control.

Objective of this research is introducing an optimum
model for assessment of efficiency performance of

Parsian bank of Iran with parametric and nonparametric
models as DEA, SFA and PCA at 2010 year in Tehran
province.

LITERATURE OF REVIEW

Using DEA, Chu and Lim (1998) evaluate the
relative cost and profit efficiency of a panel of six
Singapore-listed banks during the period 1992-96. They
found that percentage change in the price of bank shares
reflect percentage change in profit rather than cost
efficiency. 

Cummins and Xie (2008) examine the impact of
mergers and acquisition on the efficiency and productivity
of targets and acquirers in the US property-liability
insurance industry. Using DEA, Malmquist indices of
TFP growth are constructed and decomposed into
components relating to pure technical change, pure
technical efficiency change, pure scale efficiency change
and scale technical change. The TFP growth
decomposition follows Ray and Desli (1997) and Simar
and Wilson (1998). The Malmquist TFP indexes reveal no
change in productivity for acquiring companies over the
period of study (1993-2003) whereas non-acquirers are
found to enjoy slight improvements in productivity,
although the difference between the two groups is
insignificant. Similarly, the authors did not find any
significant difference in productivity between targets and
non-targets companies in this line of business. However,
target firms are found to have higher cost, pure technical,
scale and revenue efficiency than non-target firms. The
extensive decomposition of the Malmquist index reveals
that on average, target companies experienced slower
pure technical efficiency improvements more scale
technical regress than their non-target counterparts.
However, targets managed to achieve better pure
technical change. Allocative efficiency gains are also seen
to be significantly larger for targets than non-targets. 
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Cummins and Xie (2008) then use the estimated
productivity and efficiency changes and regress these on
certain firm characteristics to gauge their impact.

A few studies have emerged over the past decade on
European insurance. Most of these are set against the
background of the changing economic landscape of the
European insurance industry since the implementation of
the various EU Directives on Banking and Insurance. A
common theme of these studies is the evolution of
efficiency and productivity over the deregulation period.
For instance, in a study of Italian insurance over the
period 1985-1993, Cummins and Turchetti (1996)
construct Malmquist indices of TFP growth and
decompose these into scale efficiency change. They report
a cumulative decline in productivity growth of about 25%
over the period, with technical change accounting almost
exclusively for this decline. 

Mahlberg and Url (2003) compute Malmquist
productivity indices for the Austrian insurance industry
over the period 1992-99 and decompose these into
technical change and efficiency change. They report
average productivity growth of about 10% over the period
and find that this was mainly driven by efficiency change,
with many firms catching up to the frontier.
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Objective of this research is introducing an optimum
model for assessment of performance of Parsian bank of
Iran with parametric and nonparametric models as DEA,
SFA and PCA at 2010 year.

Hypotheses of this research are:
C The DEA method is an efficient way for calculation

and assessment of efficiency of Parsian bank.
C The SFA method is an efficient way for calculation

and assessment of efficiency of Parsian bank.
C There is a significant difference between SFA and

DEA method in ranking of efficiency in Parsian Bank
branches.

Banker, Charnez and Cooper developed a (CCR)
model that comprehensive be variable return to scale. The
use of the constant and variable return to scale hypothesis
when all the companies haven't any activity in the
optimum scale, then, the scales are calculated of technical
efficiency will be disorder of analysis. Using of variable
returns to scale lead to provide a very accurate analysis at
the expense of technical efficiency based on the amounts
of efficiency resulting due of the scales and efficiency
resulting due the management. Implementation of these in
the equation of matter with the parties in line chart is the
imposition of the constant and variable return to scale
hypothesis by adding the constraint NT8 = 1 (under
convex) to the previous line chart is calculated with the
variable return to scale:

MIN 2
-yi+Y8$0
2xi-X8$0
NI8=1
8$0

The last model is indeterminate with constraint of
variable returns to scale that Is the company operates on
the side of the meter revenue rising or falling? This
command implemented with comparing of non-growing
returns to scale takes is:
 
Min 2
where,

-yi+Y8$0
2xi-X8$0
NI8#1
8$0

In other words, return of non-efficiency type is
determinate when a private company has measure of
technical efficiency of variable returns to scale situation.
In any case, if both were equal, the company has
downside return to scale otherwise it is a condition of
ascending return to scale. 

Also, the production border of return to scale function
curve (VRS) followed the right side of Return to Scale
(CRS) and it includes aspects of the descending,
ascending and constant production scale.

The Efficient Border Curve (EABCD) is similar to
the all production border (TP) of the articles of economic.
The technical efficiency scale of company K (based CCR
model) is equivalent HI/HK with the constant return to
scale hypothesis. 

The measure of technical competence of the
Foundation K (according to the model CCR) equal to the
imposition of fixed income compared to scale. In this
case, the variable returns to scale (BCC) model of
technical efficiency branch to indicator efficiency (HI/HJ)
and management efficiency (Hj/HK).

where,

(HI/HK) = (HJ/Hk) * (HI/HJ)
 Technical efficiency = management efficiency*scale

efficiency

In the equation of data coverage analysis, at first, it
should be decide on the principle of minimum production
factors or the maximum of the product. It is appropriate
mention that in the data coverage analysis method, the
model could be determined on the basis of the minimum
factors of production  or  the  maximum of  the  product
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Fig. 1: The dismantling of technical efficiency to efficiency due
of management and efficiency due of the measure

which in the case of the constant return to scale (CCR
Model), both types is biased to the model (based on the
minimum factors of production or the maximum of the
product) can provide amounts equal of technical
efficiency, but in the overall situation, this matter can not
be another proof.

The overall situation in the measure of efficiency
(Hi/HK) in the conditions of minimum production factors
is not equal to the measure of efficiency (NK/NM) in the
conditions of the maximum of the product. In the case of
the constant return to scale is equal with production scale
(both efficiency) (HI/HK = NK/NM), but in the case of
the variable return to scale, the amounts of efficiency on
the basis of the maximum of the product is not equal to
the amount of efficiency on the basis of the minimum
factors of production, because in the case of variable
return to scale is regard of scale curve VRS stead with
CRS (Fig. 1).

Given the limitations of the Cross Section data, it has
been proposed to estimate stochastic frontier production
function (Sickle and Schmidt, 1984) with data fusion
(Cross Section data and time series). Researchers are not
obliged to impose their model with use the data fusion of
the level of inefficiency independent of variables model
and that hasn't need to determine the distribution explicit
for effects of inefficiency.

In addition, the biggest advantage of the Cross
Section data is exhibit very subtle of assessment of the
companies relative performance (efficiency) of study,
because it is possible to be on the border function and
could be inside it too (according to change of firm
performance from one year to another year). The results
of Cross Section data are unusual with using of data
fusion of weight minor for the observations.

As mentioned that one of the advantages of the data
fusion is the non-efficient of firm could be appraisal
without taking into account of the distribution of non-
efficiency assumption. But the implementation of this
assumption in the case of the data fusion could be more
accurate results together.

In the data fusion with taking into account the
following cases it can study on the continued evaluation
of the border function:

C The non-efficiency has change duration the period.
This means:

U1i… U2i… U3i…………Uti

C The non-efficiency hasn't change during the period.
This means: 

U1i= U2i= U3i=….. = Uti=

The assumption unchanged of non-efficiency during
the period depends on the basis of the impact of the firm
and does not affect the past period. Where in the last case
the framework of the themes of the data fusion is only
difference of firm have impact (non-efficiency) of one
side. Accordingly, the random of production Frontier
function model is illustrated in the following on the basis
of the known issues of data fusion (prevalent form):

Y  =  f(X ;itt it β) + −
  =  1 , 2 ,   =  1 2

V U
i t

it i

... , , ,...Ν Τ

where,
 
Yit: Enterprise product i for the period t
Xit: Coefficient of the company production i for the

period t
Vit: Error term
Ui: Effects of the non-efficiency of the firm
$: Unknown parameter that must be evaluated
f (.) Form of Adaptable function.

There is a difference between the combined data
model with time series data and the Cross-Section data
model where that shows two ands of variables for i is
implication for observations and t for period.

The model is determined with the form (Xit; $) (For
example: COBB-DOUGLAS or translaog) and spot the
distribution of hypotheses for Vit (natural) and Ui (Semi-
natural) and can be evaluated in a manner that the
maximum width. It is worth mentioning that log-
Likelihood Function is non linear boundary function.
Accordingly, it can not accept the maximum of it without
the use of a repetitive method.

In the past the basic problem when using the random
boundary function was computation of evaluation of
parameters model for maximum method. The log-
Likelihood Function is non linear boundary function that
the maximum it should be consequence it of repetitive
method and the case is one of the restrictions of the use of
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random boundary functions (SFA) in the practical studies,
but this problem has been solved at the moment and
advanced computer programs such as LIMDEP 7 can
assess the consequences of evaluation random boundary
functions with the data fusion. Previous discovery method
has been proposed to measure the inefficiency in the
levels of firms in the case of Cross Section data, it has
been generalized to the case of the data fusion:
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Here we review the known model to assess the part
of inefficiency.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Type of search method: The current research is
descriptive research that takes place after the events. In
terms of data collection, research and statistics is
considered predicative. It is descriptive because the
description of part to part of place or conditions that are
related to the efficiency and factors. Therefore, it has use
of mathematical model (DEA and SFA) to analysis the
results.

Also, this research is practical goal because with
using the results of this research can help managers and
employees of banks and governmental and non-
governmental organizations too to recognition the factors
affecting of efficiency of the Organization and solving of
problem.

Data collection method: Data were collected with
reference to the library for theoretical research.
Accordingly, it reviewed the sources, books on the
subject, libraries, the Internet, organizations archive and
has been collecting the required data. Also, it used official
documents, budgets and financial bonds for variables
input and output variables of the model of statistical
research. 

Data collection tools: Measurement tools are a means to
help the researcher to be able to collect the required data
and recorded. Tools of measurement are: questionnaire,
interview, observation and …. and tools of data collection
are: review and observation of the bonds, official
documents, budgets and financial statements of the
branches this study. Cross Section data is short-term
(three years for each branch (Panel Data).

Table 1:Types of efficiency of the Branch and the type of returns in the
case of variable returns to scale Technical efficiency =
Management efficiency*scale efficiency

Scale Management Technical
efficiency efficiency efficiency Median Type pf

Branch (scale) (vrste) (crste) efficiency return
1 0.538 1.000 0.538 0.664 Drs
2 0.500 0.551 0.275 0.4267 Irs
3 0.701 0.528 0.371 0.519 Irs
4 0.649 0.634 0.411 0.556 Irs
5 0.333 0.679 0.226 0.374 Irs
6 0.648 0.650 0.421 0.565 Irs
7 1.000 1.000 1.000 1 -
8 0.931 0.764 0.711 0.798 Irs
9 0.618 0.685 0.432 0.566 Irs
10 0.191 0.922 0.176 0.317 Irs
11 0.610 0.600 0.366 0.515 Irs
12 0.728 0.586 0.437 0.570 Irs
13 1.000 1.000 1.000 1 -
14 0.793 0.734 0.582 0.699 Irs
15 0.354 1.000 0.354 0.503 Irs
16 0.364 0.568 0.207 0.353 Irs
17 0.467 0.901 0.421 0.565 Irs
18 0.565 0.831 0.469 0.606 Irs
19 0.464 0.634 0.294 0.445 Irs
20 0.248 0.875 0.216 0.364 Irs
21 0.981 1.000 0.981 0.987 Irs
22 0.903 0.447 0.404 0.549 Irs
23 0.547 1.000 0.547 0.671 Irs
24 0.913 0.725 0.662 0.761 Irs
25 0.990 0.973 0.963 0.975 Irs
26 0.385 0.714 0.275 0.426 Irs
27 0.609 1.000 0.609 0.702 Irs
28 1.000 1.000 1.000 1 Irs
29 0.931 1.000 0.931 0.953 Drs
30 0.634 0.650 0.412 0.557 Irs
31 0.765 0.630 0.482 0.617 Irs
32 0.702 1.000 0.702 0.791 Drs
33 1.000 1.000 1.000 1 -
34 0.294 0.618 0.182 0.324 Irs
35 0.349 1.000 0.349 0.499 Irs
36 0.196 1.000 0.196 0.341 Irs
Median 0.636 0.803 0.516 0.6439

Statistical society: The statistical community is to discuss
the banking system in the state. In view of circumstance
to contact the required data has been selected Parsian
Bank as a simple for this study.

The statistical simple and the simple method: Despite
the limited number of members of the statistical
community or the results of each one of the members of
the community it is important in research with method
after the events to be used (Adaptation Method number of
simple with the community) for sampling. Given the
limited number of community and the need to analysis the
data for each branch of the death of people in this study
had been using this method. Number simple in this search
is a branch of Parsian-Bank of Tehran includes 36
branches.

The program is the type solitude of external
efficiency when efficiency is computation with the
constant return to scale hypothesis, but in this case, the
DEAP program offers three  types of efficiency: technical,
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management and standard. Also, it had made the return
type for each branch. The type of the return means, for
example, that in the circumstances of the small branch in
Increasing return to scale qualification can increase the
production with increase skilled workforce and benefit
from the savings resulting from the scale. Sometimes
some of the firms, especially large can not manage to
control all stages of production as useful and profitable.
Also, it couldn't be studies to diminishing returns to scale
and any increase in production factors leads to increase a
slight in the amount of production. Thereupon, the return
type has great importance by the management and
decision makers in the organization too. If it is to be taken
into account that the budget related to the branches or the
number of employees or any other factor of production in
the organization to increase them, it is reasonable to relate
these factors the branches have increase return to scale
and vice versa if it is decision to reduce the factors of
production such as directed by staff, It is better to be
deducted from the branches of these factors that have a
diminishing return to scale.

In the Table 1, types of efficiency of 36 Branch and
the type of returns:

Based On Results of Table 1, The type of return (irs)
means escalating return to scaleand (drs) to diminishing
returns to scaleIn the above table were calculated from all
types of management, technical and scale efficiency and
average it. As explained in the theoretical principles, the
DEA scale efficiency is equal to the product of
management and technical efficiency andthe average of
the three types of the efficiency of the geometric mean to
them.

Given the Table 1 with the exception of branches 7,
13, 28 and 33, with an average efficiency 100%, it has
been classified among the branches, other branches have
been classified inefficiency that should be know its source
and determine the amounts of improved munitions and
exits and calculation of factors of production surplus of
branches. Of course, with the exception of four branches
that have full efficiency it can be classified in the
following branches set branches of high efficiency and
acceptable. Branch 21 with average 0.987, Branch 25 with
average 0.975, Branch 29 with average 0.953. These
Branches have encounter with an average 90% high
efficiency and an upper limit by 10% inefficiency and
which with a little improvement of accuracy and it can be
close to the branch s and branches turn out to be effective.
The relationship with the efficient performance on the
following branches:

Branch 5 with average 0.374 and 63% inefficiency,
Branch 10 with average 0.317 and 69% inefficiency,
Branch 16 with average 0.353 and 65% inefficiency,
Branch 20  with  average  0.364  and  64%  inefficiency,

Branch 34 with average 0.324 and 68% inefficiency, with
exception of the four branches of full efficiency, four
branches have Somedeal efficiency and five branches
with a weak efficiency. Other branches of the Parsian
Bank of Tehran are Twenty-three with normal
performance of the area of   efficiency (with an average
efficiency of 50 to 80%). It is of course excluding
branches 1, 29 and 32, which has a decreasing returns to
scale and five branches with full efficiency, which has a
constant return to scale and other branches have
increasing returns to scale. This shows the ability to
exploit the strong branches in order to increase efficiency.
The findings suggest that all departments of the bank with
an average scale efficiency 0.636, management efficiency
and 0.803 and technical efficiency of 0.516, This means
that the group branches encounter with 37% scale
inefficiency,  20% inefficiency of management and 49%
technical inefficiency. In fact, the average maximum
efficiency related with management efficiency and
average minimum efficiency related with technical
efficiency. Given the management efficiency of the bank
more  than  80%  can  be  noted  that  the   bank   on  the

Table 2:The amounts of improvement (goal) for the qualities of the
Parsain bank branches in the VRS case of DEA model

Number Operation Non -operation
Branch name of staff cost cost
1 25.000 31504.000 3287.000
2 8.270 337.436 936.770
3 8.456 255.265 932.272
4 8.239 218.370 1038.055
5 8.095 451.297 820.478
6 8.452 234.053 1039.583
7 11.000 115.000 1569.000
8 9.794 434.359 960.769
9 8.222 381.655 1075.074
10 7.374 216.601 895.894
11 8.403 348.726 1018.569
12 9.384 771.684 1019.905
13 13.000 605.000 1245.000
14 8.808 281.674 2461.024
15 7.000 895.000 747.000
16 7.957 402.408 858.242
17 8.108 63.963 871.162
18 7.923 412.934 799.281
19 8.243 609.343 1011.344
20 7.871 170.535 824.690
21 8.000 69.000 856.000
22 8.344 120.802 876.488
23 7.000 1490.000 858.000
24 8.704 201.640 955.249
25 8.437 124.559 885.030
26 8.573 370.799 880.916
27 8.000 63.000 887.000
28 8.000 181.000 793.000
29 12.000 2471.000 1764.000
30 9.098 456.855 948.804
31 8.816 542.812 979.203
32 16.000 14585.000 2305.000
33 9.000 30.000 921.000
34 7.362 824.474 821.323
35 6.000 185.000 4544.000
36 7.000 249.000 951.000
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management efficiency have a good position, the scale
efficiency have position between the normal and good and
technical efficiency of branches haven't any competence
appropriate.

The data and results that the branches selected for
Parsain Bank has set a good management and that on the
one hand equipment, the type of service, interest cost of
the activities, benefits, all the indicators of financial and
non-financial shown the technical competence of the
Bank is not good but on the index of the scale efficiency
has a good position. This does not call for the need to
establish new departments and physical development and
moral of the branches and activities of the bank. The
geometric mean of all efficiency (Scale and management
and technical) for all branches equal to 0.643 and this
number refers to the relative good performance (and not
very) for all bank on the efficiency. In despiteof
suggestions, methods and seek to improve the system the
branches of Parsain Bank could be increase efficiency to
37%.

Computation the optimum qualities amounts in the
case of Variable Returns to Scale (VRS): In subject of
study more discussion of computation the optimum
qualities amounts. In the case of constant return to scale,
it was calculated amounts of the 3-variable optimization
of qualities for each of the branches has been presented in
this chapter. But based on the directories that are often
associated with a majority of variable return to scale
respect constant return to scale in the DEA method
(although the approach of the results derived in both
methods), it recommends that managers take into account
the findings presented in order to improve the system in
Table 2 and seek to implement the results.

Based on results of Table 2, in constant return to
scale section the amounts of improvement for the qualities
is interpretations clarify. One observation that can be
inferred from Table 2 that the amounts of factors of
production and improvement of the branches and sectors

in which the minimum for the type of the three types of
efficiency of 100% is the same as its actual amounts.
Given  the  computation  have  been  implemented  with
the style of the axis inside. (With the directories
mentioned and the preference style axis inside method in
relation to axis outside method) is to be the branch's
inefficient to learn of the exemplar at existing partitions
and seek to reduce it even stopped short of efficiency by
the amount of improvement is calculated and displayed in
the Table 2. For example of the branch inefficient: branch
30 is inefficient. On the basis of DEA method was
calculated to improve the number of staff up to 9 person
and improve the balance of operating costs of 456.855
thousand riyals and ultimately improve the amount of
non-operational costs to 948, 804 thousand riyals. With
refer to the statistical branches is noted that the average
magnitudes of the actual branch of the three variables are:
Number of staff 14 people, Balance of operating costs
403, 738 thousand riyals and the amount of non-
operational costs 1162019 thousand riyals. Therefore
observation this branch were classified within branches
inefficient and it could be for this level of efficiency that
includes the actual amount is less than the sources and
factors of production. According of computation, this
branch we obviously can reduce the number of staff from
14 people to 8 people that means that eliminates the
function 6 people. It also can reduce operational costs to
the balance of 144, 707 thousand riyals and in the end can
reduce the costs of non-operational to 416, 487 thousand
riyals.

This branch can in the same efficiency to maintain of
level with reducing 42% of the number of employees,
reduce operating costs to 35% and reduce the cost of non-
operating of 35% and that of the most practical results
used in the search. Every one of branches has a similar of
more sources. The bank's management can implement
appropriate procedures for the development of
increasingly departments and services. Given the process
of this research suggests  that managers and members of

Table 3: Classification of branch Parsian bank bases on all efficiency in SFA method
Median efficiency of Median efficiency of

Branch SFA method Branch rank Branch SFA method Branch rank
1 0.8035 12 19 0.6550 27
2 0.7205 22 20 0.7995 13
3 0.7155 23 21 0.8890 3
4 0.6445 28 22 0.4915 33
5 0.6745 25 23 0.8505 7
6 0.7510 18 24 0.7765 14
7 0.9170 1 25 0.7955 13
8 0.7465 19 26 0.7685 15
9 0.6755 24 27 0.8215 11
10 0.7655 16 28 0.8740 4
11 0.5680 31 29 0.8245 10
12 0.5140 32 30 0.6130 29
13 0.8915 2 31 0.8365 9
14 0.6595 26 32 0.7525 17
15 0.8570 5 33 0.8575 6
16 0.5705 30 34 0.4515 34
17 0.7240 21 35 0.3655 35
18 0.7460 20 36 0.8480 8
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Table 4: Classification of branch with using of compilation method
Cost efficiency Technical Management Scale efficiency Technical efficiency Geometric mean

Branch SFA efficiency SFA efficiency DEA DEA DEA of efficiency
1 0.725 0.882 1.000 0.538 0.538 0.713632
2 0.738 0.703 0.551 0.500 0.275 0.523472
3 0.705 0.726 0.528 0.701 0.371 0.587991
4 0.661 0.628 0.634 0.649 0.411 0.587851
5 0.658 0.691 0.679 0.333 0.226 0.471222
6 0.725 0.777 0.650 0.648 0.421 0.630821
7 0.912 0.922 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.965929
8 0.755 0.738 0.764 0.931 0.711 0.776217
9 0.689 0.662 0.685 0.618 0.423 0.605926
10 0.773 0.758 0.922 0.191 0.176 0.448585
11 0.590 0.546 0.600 0.610 0.366 0.533337
12 0.526 0.502 0.586 0.728 0.427 0.545041
13 0.882 0.901 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.955078
14 0.701 0.618 0.734 0.793 0.582 0.681271
15 0.840 0.874 1.000 0.354 0.554 0.620525
16 0.591 0.550 0.568 0.364 0.207 0.425279
17 0.735 0.713 0.901 0.467 0.421 0.621242
18 0.733 0.759 0.831 0.565 0.469 0.657103
19 0.649 0.661 0.634 0.464 0.264 0.517464
20 0.792 0.807 0.875 0.248 0.216 0.495795
21 0.888 0.890 1.000 0.981 0.981 0.946734
22 0.534 0.449 0.447 0.903 0.404 0.522917
23 0.864 0.837 1.000 0.547 0.547 0.736280
24 0.801 0.752 0.725 0.913 0.662 0.766132
25 0.791 0.800 0.973 0.990 0.963 0.898935
26 0.782 0.755 0.714 0.385 0.275 0.536844
27 0.833 0.810 1.000 0.609 0.609 0.758006
28 0.866 0.882 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.947539
29 0.793 0.856 1.000 0.931 0.931 0.899351
30 0.605 0.621 0.650 0.634 0.412 0.576699
31 0.826 0.847 0.630 0.765 0.482 0.695316
32 0.756 0.749 1.000 0.702 0.702 0.774704
33 0.833 0.882 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.940205
34 0.482 0.421 0.618 0.294 0.182 0.367576
35 0.380 0.351 1.000 0.349 0.349 0.438680
36 0.807 0.889 1.000 0.196 0.196 0.487593

management at the Parsain Bank to use of the results of
Table 2. Also, by taking into account the amounts of
improvement of the qualities it can reach the upper of
efficiency in the bank. It is obvious that with the
collection of sources generated through channels to
reduce and savings (labor and capital, one of the
parameters the basic and original exploitation in each
organization), the amount of the source of extra
organization appears frequently in the organization by
directing and best use to improve these sources in the
walk and growing to point of efficiency. This means in
effect that evrey branch of the Parsain Bank have a way
to get to the previous output, qualities and efficiency at
the same level, it could reduce their inputs that lead to
increased level of efficiency and haven't lead to a
reduction of production at all.

Classification of the branches on the basis of the all
average efficiency of SEA method: In the previous
sections, branch of this chapter is to use the results are
calculated of efficiency and average it of DEA method for
the classification of branches. In this branch have been
calculated using the results of the efficiency and average
of SEA method for classification of branches. Using the
results of average efficiency in the Table 2 and 3 shows
the relationship between the ranks of each branch.

Classification of branch with using of compilation
method (PCA): One of the original objectives of this
research is to develop a compound model for the
classification of the units. In the meantime, has been used
geometric mean method, the results extracted for
management efficiency, scale efficiency and technical
efficiency in the DEA method. Also, the results are
extracted and prepared the technical efficiency and cost
efficiency of SFA method (Table 4).

Using the geometric mean and compound of the
results in parameter and non-parameter method is lead to
minimum of errors and an introduction to the accuracy of
the competency efficiency and classification of sectors.

Despite the fact that: a1, a2, a3..... an is numbers. It
can be calculated geometric mean in the following
picture:

Geometric mean = (a1*a2*a3*…..an)1/n. Given the
principle of the compound method built on the geometric
mean method taken from the PCA, so this method is PCA.
Calculate the average efficiency of the compound model
is completed the whole number of efficiency related to the
sector which could be an extension of it because the result
of two method diphthong is differ entirely from each other
in the calculation of efficiency.
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Table 5: Final median efficiency and final rank of compound method
Final median Final rank of 

Branch efficiency compound method
1 0.713632 13
2 0.523472 27
3 0.587991 21
4 0.587851 22
5 0.471222 32
6 0.630821 17
7 0.965929 1
8 0.776217 8
9 0.605926 20
10 0.448565 33
11 0.533337 26
12 0.545041 24
13 0.955078 2
14 0.681271 15
15 0.620525 19
16 0.425279 35
17 0.621642 18
18 0.657103 16
19 0.517464 29
20 0.495795 30
21 0.946734 4
22 0.522917 28
23 0.736280 12
24 0.766132 10
25 0.898935 7
26 0.536944 25
27 0.758006 11
28 0.947539 3
29 0.899351 6
30 0.576699 23
31 0.695316 14
32 0.774704 9
33 0.940205 5
34 0.367576 36
35 0.438680 34
36 0.487593 31

In the end, it can be classified branches in this study
with emphasis on the numbers that were calculated on the
average efficiency (Table 5).

Compared the efficiency of compound method PCA
with DEA   and SFA methods in the classification of
sectors: One of the most important objectives of the
research results is compared to models developed for
research in the classification of the partitions on the basis
of the method of DEA and SFA compound method and
chooses the best method and the least error. Using paired
sample statistics and SPSS program for thus delineate is
classification methods with mentioned sectors have a
significant relationship with each other or not?

Evaluation results of the test take the following form:
 Based on this, to examine this hypothesis we use the

t-test doubles with a = 0.05:

Hypothesis H0: There is no difference significant
between classifications on the basis of
style and compound method PCA and
DEA, SFA (:d>0)

Hypothesis H1: There is a difference significant between
classifications on the basis of style and
compound method PCA and DEA, SFA
(:d<0)

Given the significant level of compared the efficiency
of compound method PCA with DEA and SFA methods
less than 0.05%, sig = 0.006, 0.016<0.05. Therefore the
hypothesis H0 is unacceptable and hypothesis H1 is
acceptable and of confidence level at 95%. In other
words, there is a difference significant between
classifications on the basis of style and compound method
PCA and DEA, SFA 

As for the rest of the statistics that have been
evaluated for the form that it can conclude that compound
method when compared with the DEA and SFA is
competent and capable in the classification because the
dispersion of data (Std. Deviation) in the compound
method less than the both method of DEA and SFA. Also,
the average errors (Std. Error Mean) of the compound
method have less than DEA and SFA.

In the end, the overall result of this research show
that the PCA compound method incompetency
assessment and classification of the branches on the basis
of efficiency is the most appropriate and best method of
DEA and SFA and with very lower error.

CONCLUSION

Performance measurement is a process for collecting
and reporting information regarding the performance of
an individual, group or organizations. It can involve
looking at process/strategies in place, as well as whether
outcomes are in line with what was intended or should
have been achieved.

Objective of this research is introducing an optimum
model for assessment of performance of Parsian bank of
Iran with parametric and nonparametric models as DEA,
SFA and PCA.

Hypotheses of this research are:
C The DEA method is an efficient way for calculation

and assessment of efficiency of Parsian bank.
C The SFA method is an efficient way for calculation

and assessment of efficiency of Parsian bank.
C There is a significant difference between SFA and

DEA method in ranking of efficiency in Parsian Bank
branches.

Results indicate that all of the hypotheses were not
rejected at 5% significance level. The PCA method was
better than DEA and SFA methods.
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